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                                                                    Find a Mobile Massage Therapist 

                                                                                                    ....for a quick search for a therapist near you click on a category below..

                                                            

                        					
										
						
								
									
																																									Deep tissue massage									
								
	
									
																																									Reflexology									
								
	
									
																																									Relaxation massage									
								
	
									
																																									Sports massage									
								


						

					

														

				
	
		Search for a mobile massage therapist 

		If known you can type in the name of the business you are looking for in the 'what' field

		
			
				  									
	
													What

							

							
								
									
									
									[image: image]

								

								
										Acupressure
	Aquamassage
	Aromatherapy
	Ayurvedic massage
	Bamboo Massage
	Bowen method
	Corporate massage
	Deep tissue massage
	Dry needling
	Ear candling
	Holistic massage
	Hot stone massage
	Indian Head massage
	Kinesiology taping
	Lomi Lomi
	Lympathic drainage
	Massage
	Medical acupuncture
	Onsite massage
	Pamper parties
	Pregnancy massage
	Reflexology
	Reiki
	Relaxation massage
	Senior massage
	Shiatsu massage
	Sports massage
	Swedish massage
	Thai massage
	cupping massage


									
									<li class="lp-wrap-cats" data-catid="62"><span class="lp-s-cat">Acupressure</span></li><li class="lp-wrap-cats" data-catid="64"><span class="lp-s-cat">Aquamassage</span></li><li class="lp-wrap-cats" data-catid="65"><span class="lp-s-cat">Aromatherapy</span></li><li class="lp-wrap-cats" data-catid="729"><span class="lp-s-cat">Ayurvedic massage</span></li><li class="lp-wrap-cats" data-catid="681"><span class="lp-s-cat">Bamboo Massage</span></li><li class="lp-wrap-cats" data-catid="671"><span class="lp-s-cat">Bowen method</span></li><li class="lp-wrap-cats" data-catid="689"><span class="lp-s-cat">Corporate massage</span></li><li class="lp-wrap-cats" data-catid="70"><span class="lp-s-cat">Deep tissue massage</span></li><li class="lp-wrap-cats" data-catid="71"><span class="lp-s-cat">Dry needling</span></li><li class="lp-wrap-cats" data-catid="73"><span class="lp-s-cat">Ear candling</span></li><li class="lp-wrap-cats" data-catid="74"><span class="lp-s-cat">Holistic massage</span></li><li class="lp-wrap-cats" data-catid="75"><span class="lp-s-cat">Hot stone massage</span></li><li class="lp-wrap-cats" data-catid="76"><span class="lp-s-cat">Indian Head massage</span></li><li class="lp-wrap-cats" data-catid="77"><span class="lp-s-cat">Kinesiology taping</span></li><li class="lp-wrap-cats" data-catid="78"><span class="lp-s-cat">Lomi Lomi</span></li><li class="lp-wrap-cats" data-catid="79"><span class="lp-s-cat">Lympathic drainage</span></li><li class="lp-wrap-cats" data-catid="184"><span class="lp-s-cat">Massage</span></li><li class="lp-wrap-cats" data-catid="72"><span class="lp-s-cat">Medical acupuncture</span></li><li class="lp-wrap-cats" data-catid="80"><span class="lp-s-cat">Onsite massage</span></li><li class="lp-wrap-cats" data-catid="690"><span class="lp-s-cat">Pamper parties</span></li><li class="lp-wrap-cats" data-catid="81"><span class="lp-s-cat">Pregnancy massage</span></li><li class="lp-wrap-cats" data-catid="82"><span class="lp-s-cat">Reflexology</span></li><li class="lp-wrap-cats" data-catid="83"><span class="lp-s-cat">Reiki</span></li><li class="lp-wrap-cats" data-catid="84"><span class="lp-s-cat">Relaxation massage</span></li><li class="lp-wrap-cats" data-catid="85"><span class="lp-s-cat">Senior massage</span></li><li class="lp-wrap-cats" data-catid="86"><span class="lp-s-cat">Shiatsu massage</span></li><li class="lp-wrap-cats" data-catid="90"><span class="lp-s-cat">Sports massage</span></li><li class="lp-wrap-cats" data-catid="87"><span class="lp-s-cat">Swedish massage</span></li><li class="lp-wrap-cats" data-catid="88"><span class="lp-s-cat">Thai massage</span></li><li class="lp-wrap-cats" data-catid="69"><span class="lp-s-cat">cupping massage</span></li>

									
								

							

							
					

							  
										
                            

															Where

														
								
																Select region, click 'near me' 
East of England
London East
London North
London south
London West
Midlands east
Midlands west
North East
North West
Northern Ireland
Scotland East
Scotland west
South East
South West
Wales north
Wales south
Wrexham
Yorkshire and the Humber
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 In Your Home Massage -the UK's ONLY online directory of MOBILE MASSAGE THERAPISTS. 	
	

    



            

			
        

    

	

		    

    

    
    
    

		 
		
		 News and Tips
Check out our blogs
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			Check out all our articles


		

	







		




		 The only directory of Independent Mobile Massage Therapists in the UK
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					Clients

					Search the region where you want to book a mobile massage therapist or click on the type of massage you want.

				
				
					Mobile Massage Therapists

					Grow your business and allow clients to find you by creating a quick a easy business listing.

				
				
					Find a Mobile Massage Therapist near you!

					After selecting the region, click 'near me' on the top left for therapists that are near your location.
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													East of England
												

												18 Listings
											

											
										

									

										
											
												[image: East London location]
											

											
												
													London East
												

												28 Listings
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													London North
												

												28 Listings
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													London south
												

												24 Listings
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													London West
												

												27 Listings
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													Midlands east
												

												13 Listings
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													Midlands west
												

												26 Listings
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													North East
												

												11 Listings
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													North West
												

												21 Listings
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													Northern Ireland
												

												1 Listings
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													Scotland East
												

												3 Listings
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													Scotland west
												

												4 Listings
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													South East
												

												35 Listings
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												58 Listings
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													Wales north
												

												2 Listings
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													Wales south
												

												5 Listings
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													Yorkshire and the Humber
												

												11 Listings
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This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Cookie settingsACCEPT
Privacy & Cookies Policy

  
	
		  
			
			Close
		  
		  
			
	
		
			
				Privacy Overview
				
					This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
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									Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website.								
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